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Princess Isabel of Brazil
Growing up in a small Kentucky town, my life was
filled with happiness. With a big family and loving
parents. as a teenager I started writing poems to
show my love to my new bride. Later after the birth of
our daughter I was overwhelmed with emotions and
found myself writing more and more. it was after the
passing of my Dad that I decided to try and get a
book together. I felt I owed it to him as much as
myself. With a church going family and a mom that
loved telling stories it seemed only natural that I
would want to write. I love remembering the past,
people and places that I've been, it's always been so
easy for me to write them down. Sand Mountain
Memories, was Thirty Years in the making. I now live
in Mt Sterling Kentucky, Six miles from my childhood
home and I often visit those wonderful hills that as a
child I couldn't get enough of. In November of 2012 I
was Diagnosed with Progressive MS and I thought
now would be the time to get published Thank You.

Sand Mountain Memories
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For more than 4,500 years, the Great Pyramid at Giza
has been shrouded in veils of impenetrable mystery.
For nearly as many years, a dedicated and nearly
obsessive community of explorers, scholars, and
profiteers has sought to uncover the secrets of this
ancient and sacred structure. But the Great Pyramid
guards its secrets jealously, and the efforts of most
have been silently rebuffed. Until now. Is it the will of
destiny or God’s eternal hand that connects two
strangers in tragic circumstances with the Great
Pyramid itself? It is only through the determination of
one that the truth is revealed—and in that effort, the
name of the other is cleared. Despite being
relentlessly hunted by the descendants of the elite
ancient warriors, he is now on a quest for truth that
spans two continents. One of the greatest deceptions
in the after-burial of the most powerful and influential
pharaoh in all of ancient Egypt’s history is about to be
revealed. Will what he discovers be his salvation or
his extinction?

Adventures of Uncle Billy Possum
The adventures of Unc' Billy Possum and the other
animals living in Green Meadows.

Four Ways to Pharaoh Khufu
The Argonian Empire creates a Galactic guard force to
counter their increasing border disputes; but, the
Queen uses this guise to assemble her superheroes to
fight against evil threatening peace in the galaxy and
establish a new legacy for the empire and future of
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Earth. Galactic war is prophesied, but John and Susan
have their own plans and make destiny unfold as they
want it to.

The Galaxy is Ours, A Superhero Epic
When American Gary Stevens decides to explore the
immaculate tourism haven of Dubai in the Middle
East, he finds much more than he bargained for. Plans
for a peaceful and harmless visit to the exotic land of
seven-star hotels, international culture, food and
shopping, quickly change when Gary attracts the
attention of a beautiful, rebellious and enticing
Muslim woman. Gary stumbles into a violent labor
revolt triggered by the death of a poor immigrant
construction worker, who falls from one of Dubai’s
hundreds of fast-developing buildings. The
exploitation of thousands of disposable immigrant
laborers emboldens an Egyptian revolutionary to seek
vengeance for the greed and inhumane practices of
Dubai’s business elite Arab Emirates. Meanwhile, the
outspoken wife of Dubai’s youngest and most
successful business leaders inspires an insurgence of
young Muslim women---they seek empowerment,
education and the freedom to pursue true love and
romance. Gary becomes entangled in the uprising
when the radicals take hundreds of international
tourists hostage at the same hotel where Gary is
staying. To make matters worse, these zealots include
the older brother of the beautiful Muslim woman who
has fallen for Gary. With nonstop action and cultural
intrigue, Welcome to Dubai is the first full book in The
Traveler series created by New York Times bestselling
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author Omar Tyree.

Welcome to Dubai
Having specialized in the South American country for
most of his academic career, Barman (history, U. of
British Columbia) here integrates gender studies into
his concerns. He extracts copiously from Isabel's
(1846-1921) letters and recollections within the
framework of a female life cycle. In addition to
showing how women have been shaped by and have
lived within cultural, social, and economic structures
created by men and predicated on female
subordination and exploitation, he uses the princess'
life to illuminate the interplay of gender and power in
the 19th century. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR.
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